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TAMING THE OFF-SHELL HIGGS BOSONA. Azatov a*, C. Grojean b**, A. Paul ***, E. Salvioni d****aTheory Division, Physis Department, CERNCH-1211, Geneva 23, SwitzerlandbICREA at IFAE, Universitat Autònoma de BarelonaE-08193, Bellaterra, SpainINFN, Sezione di RomaI-00185, Rome, ItalydPhysis Department, University of CaliforniaDavis, CA 95616, USAReeived July 22, 2014We study the o�-shell Higgs data in the proess pp ! h(�) ! Z(�)Z(�) ! 4`, to onstrain deviations of theHiggs ouplings. We point out that this hannel an be used to resolve the long- and short-distane ontribu-tions to Higgs prodution by gluon fusion and an thus be omplementary to pp ! ht�t in measuring the topYukawa oupling. Our analysis, performed in the ontext of e�etive �eld theory, shows that urrent data do notallow drawing any model-independent onlusions. We study the prospets at future hadron olliders, inludingthe high-luminosity LHC and aelerators with higher energy, up to 100 TeV. The available QCD alulationsand the theoretial unertainties a�eting our analysis are also brie�y disussed.Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of V. A. Rubakov's 60th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S00444510150300391. INTRODUCTIONWith the disovery of the Higgs boson by theATLAS and CMS experiments [1, 2℄, high-energyphysis experienes a transition: after a long period ofsearh and exploration, an era of onsolidation and pre-ise measurements has just started and it will omple-ment the diret searh for the new physis beyond theStandard Model (SM). With a mass around 125GeV,the Higgs boson o�ers various prodution modes anddeay hannels diretly aessible to observation, sup-plying a wealth of data that an be used to learn aboutthe Higgs ouplings. In the absene of any indiationof new light degrees of freedom below the TeV sale,e�ets of the BSM physis an be onveniently parame-*E-mail: Aleksandr.Azatov�ern.h**E-mail: Christophe.Grojean�ern.h***E-mail: Ayan.Paul�roma1.infn.it****E-mail: esalvioni�udavis.edu

terized in terms of higher-dimensional operators for theSM �elds. This e�etive �eld theory (EFT) approahrelates Higgs data to measurements of other setors ofthe SM, like eletroweak (EW) preision data, and givesa systemati way for ontroling the deviations from theSM, organized as an expansion in powers of the ratioof the momentum over the new physis sale. To date,a large amount of information has been extrated frominlusive rates, whih are dominated by resonant pro-dution of the Higgs boson near the mass peak, i. e., atsales lose to the Higgs mass itself.As for any other quantum partile, the in�ueneof the Higgs boson is not limited to its mass shell.Reently, the CMS and ATLAS ollaborations re-ported the di�erential ross-setion measurement ofpp ! Z(�)Z(�) ! 4`; 2`2� (` = e; �) at high invari-ant mass of the ZZ system [3�5℄. This proess reeivesa sizable ontribution from a Higgs boson produed o�-shell by gluon fusion [6, 7℄. As suh, this proess poten-tially arries information relevant for probing the EFTat large momenta and ould therefore reveal the en-410



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Taming the o�-shell Higgs bosonergy dependene of the Higgs ouplings ontrolled byhigher-dimensional operators with extra derivatives. Itwas proposed in [8℄ to use the o�-shell Higgs data tobound the Higgs width in a model-independent way.However, as was emphasized in Ref. [9℄, this boundatually holds under the assumption that the Higgsouplings remain the same over a large range of en-ergy sales. The EFT Lagrangian aptures and or-ganizes preisely this energy dependene of the Higgsouplings and therefore o�ers a oherent framework foranalyzing the o�-shell Higgs data. The situation seemsa priori similar to the preision measurements of theEW observables, where the o�-shell Z data at LEP2omplemented the Z-peak data and bounded O(p4)dimension-6 operators, like the W and Y oblique pa-rameters [10℄, in addition to the O(p2) dimension-6 op-erators, the S and T oblique parameters [11℄, alreadyprobed at LEP1. However, a areful exploration of theomplete list of all dimension-6 operators deformingthe SM Lagrangian1) reveals [13, 14℄ that the opera-tors modifying the Lorentz struture of the SM Higgsouplings are already severely onstrained by the EWpreision data or by the bounds on anomalous gaugeouplings. Thus, qualitatively, the o�-shell data donot open a new window, i. e., they do not probe newdimension-6 operators.Quantitatively, it is still worth exploring the a-tual bounds set by the o�-shell data. Out of theeight CP -even dimension-6 operators uniquely probedby Higgs physis, �ve are already bounded by the de-ay hannels of an on-shell Higgs boson. While doubleHiggs prodution, whih ould apprise us of the Higgsself-interation, will mostly remain out-of-reah at theLHC, two additional hannels, h ! Z and pp ! t�th,will soon be aessible at run 2 of the LHC opera-tion [15℄ and should bound two extra dimension-6 op-erators that remain unonstrained as yet. The latterhannel will be partiularly important to unambigu-ously pin down the top Yukawa oupling, whih is ur-rently aessed only radiatively via its one-loop ontri-butions to the gg ! h and h!  proesses. It is wellknown that these two proesses alone annot resolvethe top loop and distinguish it from e�etive ontatinterations of the Higgs boson to gluons or photons,whih parameterize the e�et of a possible new physisat short distanes. Therein lies the importane of the1) Throughout this paper, we work under the assumption thatthe Higgs boson is a part of an EW doublet. This assumptionwas not made in Ref. [12℄, where the o�-shell Higgs data was usedto bound deviations of the Higgs ouplings that in the doubletrealization are either subdominant or orrelated with other datafrom better measurements.

t�th hannel2). However, an aurate measurement ofthis proess is known to be hallenging, due to its sup-pressed ross setion and to the high multipliity of its�nal states. The latter implies that obtaining auratepreditions for some of the relevant bakgrounds, suhas, for example, pp! t�tb�b for the h! b�b hannel, is adi�ult task. Alternative and omplementary ways toseparate the long- and short-distane ontributions tothe ggh vertex are therefore welome. Reently, it wasproposed in [18�21℄ to study the hard reoil of the Higgsboson against an extra jet [22�24℄, whih provides aseond sale above the Higgs mass to probe the EFTstruture (see also Ref. [25℄ for a study of h + 2 jets).The double Higgs prodution by fusion of gluons alsoe�etively introdues a seond mass sale and an beused to separate the top Yukawa oupling from the on-tat interation to gluons or photons [26, 27℄. We notethat these two hannels will require some large inte-grated luminosity, beyond the run 2 of the LHC. Inthis paper, we want to advoate that o�-shell Higgsprodution is another obvious plae to break this de-generay of the ouplings and to learn about the topYukawa oupling.One advantage of the analysis of Higgs data in termsof an EFT, over a simple �t in terms of anomalousouplings, is that it omes with some simple onsis-teny heks that guarantee the reliability of its resultsagainst our ignorane of the details of the new physissetor. For instane, it is possible to say when it is safeto neglet dimension-8 operators over the dimension-6 ones. As we illustrate in what follows, this is ofprime importane when the data is not strong enoughto derive stringent bounds. In partiular, we see in thispaper that no model-independent reliable bounds anbe extrated from the 8TeV data. The situation im-proves at 14TeV, and upon aumulating a luminosityof about 3 ab�1, it will be possible to derive mean-ingful onstraints, at least for the rather strongly ou-pled new physis. Only at future, higher-energy ael-erators, however, do the bounds beome truly model-independent.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, wepresent our analysis of the Higgs ouplings using the8TeV o�-shell data and disuss the reliability of theresults in an EFT framework. In Se. 3, we study theprospets of the o�-shell study at future failities like2) It has reently been pointed out that the measurement ofthe ratio �(t�th)=�(t�tZ) at very high energy ould provide a verylean aess to the top Yukawa oupling [16℄. We also reall thatthe top Yukawa oupling an be onstrained indiretly by thestudy of top pair prodution near the threshold at future e+e�olliders (see, e. g., Ref. [17℄).411



A. Azatov, C. Grojean, A. Paul, E. Salvioni ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015gg ZZ gg g ZZ gg ZZt Fig. 1. Sample diagrams ontributing to gg! ZZthe high-luminosity LHC and very high-energy hadron�hadron olliders. We onlude in Se. 4, whereas sometehnial details are olleted in three Appendies.2. CONSTRAINING THE ANOMALOUSCOUPLINGS OF THE HIGGS BOSONReently, a new method was suggested in Ref. [8℄to indiretly onstrain the Higgs width, by looking atthe very high invariant mass region of the four-lepton�nal state in the pp ! Z(�)Z(�) ! 4` hannel, whihreeives ontributions from the exhange of a highly o�-shell Higgs boson, and omparing the event yields withthe SM preditions. More preisely, information on theHiggs width an be extrated by omparing the eventyields o� and on the Breit�Wigner peak. It follows thatthis method relies on the following assumptions:� there is an invisible Higgs deay width, and henethe total width of the Higgs boson and its ouplingsan be varied independently;� variations of all the Higgs ouplings are universal;� there are no higher-dimensional operators a�et-ing either Higgs deay or prodution.In this paper, we use the same proess pp !! Z(�)Z(�) ! 4` to put onstraints on the new physis,but we reverse the �rst and third assumptions: we as-sume the absene of an invisible deay width and thepresene of new higher-dimensional operators that anmodify the prodution or deay of the Higgs boson.The seond assumption stated above was neessary inRef. [8℄, to keep the Higgs on-shell measurements SM-like. In our analysis, we do not make this assumption,but we verify that the parameter spae we explore isnot exluded by the on-shell Higgs measurements.2.1. Operators ontributing to HiggsprodutionWe start by onsidering the operators a�etingHiggs prodution by gluon fusion. Assuming the Higgs

boson to be part of an SU(2)L doublet, there are threerelevant dimension-6 operators3)Ldim-6 = y ytjH j2v2 �QL eHtR +H..++ gg2s48�2v2 jH j2G��G�� ++ ~g g2s32�2v2 jH j2G�� ~G�� ; (2)with ~G�� = 12�����G��;where v � 246GeV is the Higgs vauum expetationvalue. We note that with our normalization, the pa-rameterization of new physis e�ets in terms of anEFT expansion is meaningful only if the Wilson oe�-ients satisfy i � 1: (3)After eletroweak symmetry breaking, Eq. (2) leads tothe LagrangianL = �tmtv �tth+ g2s48�2 g hvG��G�� ; (4)where t = 1�Re y and we have ignored CP -odd on-tributions. It is well known (see e. g., Refs. [19, 20℄)that the urrent measurements of the Higgs ouplingshave a strongly degenerate solution along the line3) The operator OH = ��(HyH)�2 also leads to a modi�ationof the top Yukawa oupling and thus a�ets the Higgs produtionby gluon fusion. However, the onstraints on its Wilson oe�-ient H obtained by ombining information from the variouson-shell Higgs hannels are generially muh stronger than thoseon y and g , and we therefore ignore the e�ets of OH in thispaper. Also, at the dimension-6 level, there are dipole operatorsthat an modify both the signal and the bakground:�QL eH��� tRB�� +H..;�QL�a eH��� tRWa�� + H..; �QL eH��� tRG�� +H.. (1)However, their e�ets usually have an additional loop suppres-sion ompared to those of y and g, and anyway these operatorswill be better onstrained by top data alone. Therefore, thesedipole operators are also negleted in our analysis.412



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Taming the o�-shell Higgs bosont + g = onstant, whih originates from the Higgslow-energy theorem: beause on-shell Higgs produtionours at the sale mh < mt, its ross setion is pro-portional to � / jt + gj2: (5)However, one we go to the far o�-shell region, the par-toni enter-of-mass energy of the proess pŝ beomeshigher than mt, and hene we annot integrate out thetop anymore and Eq. (5) beomes invalid. Therefore,omparing the measurements of the on-shell and o�-shell Higgs prodution provides a way to disentanglethe e�ets of the t and g ouplings.Figure 1 shows the diagrams ontributing to thegg ! ZZ proess, whose amplitude an be shemati-ally written asMgg!ZZ =Mh +Mbkg == tMt + gMg +Mbkg ; (6)where Mh stands for the Higgs-mediated part andMbkg stands for the interfering bakground, given bythe box diagrams in Fig. 1. We note that in additionto the interfering gg ! ZZ bakground, there is also anoninterfering irreduible bakground produed by theq�q ! ZZ proess. The SM amplitude for gg ! ZZ wasomputed for the �rst time in Ref. [6℄. As pointed outin Ref. [7℄, the o�-shell Higgs ontribution is enhanedfor on-shell Z bosons, whih makes the pŝ� 2mZ re-gion partiularly relevant for Higgs ouplings measure-ments. It is interesting to observe that the amplitudegenerated by the g oupling grows with the partonienter-of-mass energy pŝ asM++00g � ŝ; (7)to be ompared with the triangle amplitude mediatedby the top loop, whih grows asM++00t � log2 ŝm2t ; (8)in the notation for heliity amplitudes in Ref. [6℄4).Thus, for ŝ � m2t , the disriminating power of the4) In the SM, in the large-pŝ region, there is a strong an-ellation between the triangle and the box ontributions to thegg ! ZZ proess [6, 28℄. We an understand its origin by per-forming an s-hannel ut of the loops and looking at the per-turbative unitarity preservation in the t�t ! ZZ subproess. Wenote that for ouplings di�erent from those of the SM, there isalso unitarity violation diretly in the gg ! ZZ proess, dueto the growth of the amplitude / log2 ŝ. However, this growthleads to a sale of unitarity violation that is exponentially high,� & 1013 GeV (omputed requiring M � 16�), and hene irrel-evant for phenomenologial purposes. We thank R. Contino forbringing these issues to our attention.

o�-shell Higgs prodution beomes stronger. However,at very high energies, the EFT approximation breaksdown and the dimension-8 operators beome as impor-tant as the dimension-6 ones. For example, we onsiderthe operatorO8 = 8g2s16�2v4G��G�� (D�H)yD�H: (9)The matrix element orresponding to the �nal statewith two longitudinally polarized Z bosons grows withenergy as M++008 � ŝ2: (10)Then the interferene of O8 with the SM amplitudebeomes of the same order as the interferene of thedimension-6 operators with the SM at the salepŝ �rg; y8 v: (11)Therefore, our analysis, based on Eq. (2), is valid onlyup to this sale, and it would not make sense to in-lude the region with larger pŝ. Furthermore, whensquaring Eq. (6), the terms in the ross setion that areproportional to 2g;y e�etively behave like dimension-8operators, as opposed to the terms linear in g;y, whihonstitute the true dimension-6 e�ets resulting fromthe interferene with the SM amplitude. The ontribu-tion of O8 is subleading with respet to the quadratiterms if 8 � 2g;y: (12)Whether this ondition is satis�ed, and hene, whetherit is sensible to retain the quadrati terms, is a model-dependent question. In what follows, we thereforepresent results for both ases: the �nonlinear� analysis,where the terms � 2g;y are retained, and the �linear�analysis, where only the genuine dimension-6 e�etsare onsidered. The di�erene between the nonlinearand linear results beomes negligible for very small per-turbations of the SM. However, quantitatively, we �ndthat in the light of the urrent and future sensitivityof the o�-shell Higgs measurement, this di�erene anbe sizable. Finally, it is worth mentioning that a sig-ni�ant di�erene between nonlinear and linear resultsdoes not arise for the pp! h+ jet proess, whih pro-vides an independent handle on the t; g degeneray.2.2. Bounds on the Higgs ouplingsTo �nd onstraints on the Higgs ouplings t andg we need to know the di�erential ross setion for413



A. Azatov, C. Grojean, A. Paul, E. Salvioni ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015pp ! Z(�)Z(�) ! 4`, d�=dm4`, as a funtion of thefour-lepton invariant mass m4` � pŝ. The diagramsmediated by the Higgs boson exhange are funtionsonly of pŝ, and therefore the di�erential ross setionan be parameterized asd�dm4` = F0(m4`) + F1(m4`)2R + F2(m4`)2I ++ F3(m4`)R + F4(m4`)I ; (13)where I and R are de�ned as the ratios of the Higgs-mediated amplitudes ompared to the SM values (theNP subsript stands for the new physis ontribution)R = ReMNP+SM�ReMSM� ; I = ImMNP+SM�ImMSM� ; (14)where it is understood that R;I also depend on m4`.By varying the mass of the partile running in thetriangle diagram, we an easily extrat the funtionsF0;::: ;4 for any given m4`. We modi�ed the MCFM6.8ode [29, 30℄ in order to perform this proedure. Thenthe funtions Fi an be obtained from the following setof equations:Only signal: jMhj2 � F1 + F2;Only interferene: jMh +Mbkg j2 � jMhj2 �� jMbkg j2 � F3 + F4;Only interfering bakground: jMbkg j2 � F0;Only signal with mt = M : jMhj2mt=M �� F1R(M)2 + F2I(M)2;Only interferene with mt = M :jMh(mt=M) +Mbkg j2 � jMh(mt=M)j2 �� jMbkg j2 � F3I(M) + F4R(M):
(15)

We have heked that our method of extrating thefuntions Fi is onsistent by varying the input param-eter M . Then we an easily translate (R; I) into the(t; g) basis using the well-known expression for thetriangle amplitude,d�(t; g)dm4` = F0 + F1�t + g F�(1)ReF�(mt)�2 ++ F3 �t + g F�(1)ReF�(mt)�+ F22t + F4t; (16)where F� is the fermioni leading-order loop funtionfor single Higgs prodution (see Appendix C for the ex-pliit expression). We emphasize that this method ofextrating oe�ients works beause the overall pro-dution ross setion of the Higgs-mediated diagramsdepends only on ŝ, without any dependene on the t̂

Fig. 2. 68%, 95%, and 99% probability ontours inthe (t, g) plane, using the 8TeV CMS data set. A10% systemati unertainty was assumed on the q�qbakground. (Color online see arXiv:1406.6338)and û variables. As we mentioned in Se. 2.1, in thelarge invariant mass region, there is a anellation be-tween the box and the triangle diagrams. This prop-erty of the amplitude leads to the following relationsbetween the funtions Fi, whih we have veri�ed nu-merially:F1 + F2F0 ����m4`!1 = � F3 + F42F0 ����m4`!1 = 1: (17)To obtain the urrent bounds on the (t; g) parame-ters, we have used the results presented in Ref. [3℄. Tosimplify our analysis, we have deided to fous on thesimple ounting analysis, without using the results ob-tained with the appliation of the matrix element like-lihood method (MELA) [3, 4℄. The interested reader isreferred to Appendix A, where the details of the analy-sis are presented. We stress that we used MCFM onlyto ompute the signal and the interfering bakground ingg ! ZZ, whereas for the noninterfering bakgroundq�q ! ZZ, the results presented by CMS were used.The resulting onstraints in the (t; g) plane areshown in Fig. 2. To explore the power of resolvingthe t vs. g degeneray, we assume that the inlusivemeasurement is onsistent with the SM, and thereforewe impose the ondition t + g = 1. The resulting414
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Fig. 3. Posterior probability as a funtion of t, assum-ing the onstraint t + g = 1, for the 8TeV CMS dataset. At 95%, we �nd t 2 [�4:7; 0:5℄[ [1; 6:7℄ (unshadedregion), and at 68% t 2 [�4;�1:5℄ [ [2:9; 6:1℄. Thered line shows the expeted probability for the SM signal.(Color online see arXiv:1406.6338)
posterior probability is presented in Fig. 3: with a68% probability, the oupling t is onstrained within[�4;�1:5℄ [ [2:9; 6:1℄. These results were obtained us-ing the nonlinear analysis. The CMS bound allows g;yto be O(1), and hene no interpretation of the resultsin terms of the EFT an be made. The bounds wequote here should therefore be understood as holdingunder the assumption that Eq. (4) fully enodes thee�ets on gg ! ZZ of the new physis, even thoughthe latter is allowed to be at the weak sale. Finally,we note that our results were obtained using only thefour-harged lepton �nal state and without the MELA,and therefore upon a more re�ned analysis, we an eas-ily expet a fator-of-two improvement on the boundson the ouplings.Lastly, we omment on higher-dimensional opera-tors a�eting the Higgs oupling to the Z bosons, thusmodifying the total number of events in gg ! h(�) !! ZZ, whih were studied in Ref. [12℄. Assumingthe Higgs boson to be part of an SU(2)L doublet, theoperators whose ontributions grow with energy morerapidly than that of the Standard Model appear onlyat the dimension-8 level, and hene the bounds on thesale of the new physis are weak (see Appendix B).

3. PROSPECTS AT THE HIGH-LUMINOSITYLHC AND HADRON�HADRON FUTURECIRCULAR COLLIDERSIn this setion, we turn our attention to the futureof high-energy physis, and disuss the prospets ofo�-shell Higgs measurements at future proton�protonolliders. We onsider the High-Luminosity LHC(HL-LHC), with a nominal energy and integrated lu-minosity of 14TeV and 3 ab�1, and the hadron�hadronfuture irular olliders (FCC-hh), with energy varyingfrom 33 to 100TeV. The physis ase for the HL-LHCinludes a program of high-preision Higgs ouplingmeasurements, as well as the aessibility of new pro-esses, suh as double Higgs prodution, whih ouldapprise us of the Higgs self-interation. Exploration ofthe physis potential of the FCC-hh started only re-ently, and here we wish to ontribute to that e�ort byperforming a �rst estimate of the opportunities avail-able in o�-shell Higgs measurements.3.1. Details of the simulationThe gg ! ZZ proess was simulated withMCFM6.8. To extrat the ross setion as a funtionof t and g, we modi�ed the ode, in order to varythe top mass in the Higgs-mediated diagrams withoutmodifying the gg ! ZZ interfering bakground (seeEq. (15)). It should be noted that MCFM also inludesthe loops of bottom quarks for the Higgs-mediateddiagrams. But beause we did not onsider modi�a-tions of the b-quark Yukawa ouplings, these loops aree�etively absorbed into the interfering bakgroundin our parameterization of Eq. (16). The noninterfer-ing q�q ! ZZ bakground was also generated usingMCFM6.8.An important issue that must be taken into aountwhen simulating gg ! ZZ is that the Higgs ontri-bution is known to the next-to-leading order (NLO,O(�3s)) [31�33℄ in QCD with the exat top mass depen-dene and to the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO,O(�4s)) [34�36℄ in the in�nite top mass limit, whereasthe interfering bakground is known only at the lead-ing order (LO, O(�2s)). As a onsequene, assessing thehigher-order orretions to the full proess is problem-ati, and several proposals have been put forward [37℄.We hose to multiply the full LO ross setion, inlud-ing the Higgs and ontinuum diagrams, as well as theirinterferene, with the K-fator omputed for the signalproess only (the K-fator alulations are desribedin detail below). There is an intrinsi unertainty asso-iated with this proedure, sine the interferene term415



A. Azatov, C. Grojean, A. Paul, E. Salvioni ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015reeives higher-order orretions at the amplitude levelthat are di�erent for the signal and the ontinuumbakground. This an possibly lead to a hange in therelative phase of the interferene term. While the signof the latter an be judged, its size gathers some ar-bitrariness in the absene of a omplete higher-orderomputation of the ontinuum bakground. The uner-tainty on the interferene term assoiated to our pro-edure is estimated to be up to 30% [38, 39℄5).We now desribe the tehnial details of our simu-lations.Parton Distribution Funtion (PDF) sets andsales. The gg ! ZZ proess was simulated with LOPDFs. To reprodue the 8TeV result from CMS [3℄,we used the CTEQ6L set [40℄ with the fatorizationsale �fat and the renormalization sale �ren equalto m4`=2. As a onsisteny hek, we veri�ed that wereprodue the results in Ref. [30℄6). The rest of theresults presented in this paper were obtained with theMSTW2008 LO PDF with the sale hoie m4`=2. Inall ases, the q�q-initiated bakground was simulated atthe NLO, using the NLO version of the same PDF usedfor the signal, and the same hoie of sales. The aep-tane uts used in the CMS analysis [3℄ were adopted.K-fators. Following the suggestion in Ref. [38℄,we applied the NNLO K-fator omputed for inlusiveprodution of a heavy SM Higgs to the gg ! ZZ pro-ess. Spei�ally, we multiplied the LO ross setion ineahm4` bin with the NNLOK-fator omputed for in-lusive prodution of a SM Higgs boson with the massequal to the entral value of the bin. The K-fatorswere obtained using the ggHiggs ode [42, 43℄7). Ta-ble 1 lists the K-fators that were used for the di�erentbins and di�erent ollider energies. Alternatively, andwhat would be a better presription, one should use theK-fators omputed for the invariant mass distributionof gg ! h(�) ! ZZ mediated by an o�-shell 125GeVHiggs, whih an be somewhat di�erent from those forinlusive prodution of a heavy Higgs [44℄. However,by omparing with Ref. [44℄, we have heked that inthe 8 TeV ase, the agreement is within 10%.We also note that we used the K-fators omputedfor a heavy SM Higgs, even though the QCD orre-5) We thank G. Passarino and M. Dührssen for ommentsabout this point.6) We performed the hek with both MSTW2008 LO [41℄ andCTEQ6L1 PDF, for the sale hoies �ren = �fat = mh=2 andm4`=2.7) We used MSTW2008 (NN)LO for the (NN)LO ross se-tions, with sales set to mh=2. We used the ��nite-mt� optionavailable in the ode. In the omputation of the NNLO rosssetions, all initial states were inluded up to the NLO, and thegg hannel up to the NNLO [42℄.

tions to the amplitudes proportional to t and g areslightly di�erent. As an estimate of this e�et, we om-puted the NLO K-fator for a heavy Higgs both forthe measured value of the top mass and in the in�nitetop mass limit. We �nd that for a ollider energy of14TeV, the K-fators di�er by less than 10%, the oneomputed for g being slightly larger.Unertainties. We wish to omment brie�y onthe theory unertainties a�eting our preditions forgg ! ZZ at the 14TeV LHC. To estimate the saleunertainties, we varied �ren = �fat 2 [m4`=4;m4`℄,both in the LO ross setions and in the orrespondingK-fators. The maximum variation of the ross se-tion, over all the range of invariant masses onsideredin the analysis, is 8%, whih we take as our assess-ment of the sale unertainty. As regards the PDF er-rors, we performed the following simple estimate: theK-fators were reomputed using two additional PDFsets (NNPDF2.3 NNLO [45℄ and CT10 NNLO [46℄) forthe NNLO pp! h ross setion, while keeping the LOross setions obtained with MSTW2008 LO �xed. Wefound the maximum variation of the K-fators to be� 5%, whih we take as our estimate of the PDF un-ertainty8). The sale and PDF unertainties disussedhere should be added to the intrinsi theory unertain-ties related to the unknown exat higher-order orre-tions to the gg ! ZZ proess, whih were addressedabove.We would like to remark that a fully onsistent om-putation of Higgs-mediated four-lepton prodution atO(�2s) would need to inlude the interferene of theqg-initiated Higgs and ontinuum diagrams [30℄. How-ever, in Ref. [30℄, this e�et was found to be negligiblein the high invariant mass range for a ollider energyof 8TeV. Beause we do not expet the relative size ofthe qg hannel to inrease at higher ollider energies,we negleted this e�et in our analysis.Reently, interesting progress has been made to-ward a omputation of the two-loop ontribution tothe ontinuum amplitudes for both the interfering andnoninterfering bakground [47�49℄. In partiular, inRefs. [47, 48℄, both the planar and nonplanar mas-ter integrals needed for the two-loop omputation ofgg ! V V have been alulated, for massless fermionsin the internal lines. While the massless approximationis ertainly suitable for the light quarks, inluding thebottom, it is not appropriate for the top quark. In par-tiular, we remark that at one loop, the ontributionto the amplitude for gg ! ZZ of the box diagrams8) This estimate of the PDF errors also applies to all theFCC-hh energies we onsidered.416



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Taming the o�-shell Higgs bosonTable 1. NNLO K-fators for inlusive prodution of a heavy SM Higgs boson that were used to resale the LOgg! ZZ ross setionsps [TeV℄/ mh [GeV℄ 325 500 700 950 1300 1750 2500 3500 450014 1.96 1.86 1.81 1.80 1.81 � � � �33 1.76 1.67 1.65 1.66 1.67 1.70 1.73 1.76 1.7950 1.66 1.58 1.56 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.67 1.70 1.7380 1.54 1.47 1.46 1.47 1.50 1.54 1.58 1.63 1.66100 1.49 1.41 1.41 1.42 1.46 1.49 1.54 1.59 1.62with a quark q running in the loop diverges at large ŝas � (m2q=m2Z) log2(ŝ=m2q). This shows that, at least atone loop, the top-mass e�ets are relevant in the large-ŝregion, on whih our analysis is foused. A ompletealulation of gg ! ZZ at the NLO, i. e., at O(�3s),would require the omputation of two-loop diagramswith a massive internal fermion, whih is a hallengingtask with the urrent tehnology. In any ase, it is rea-sonable to expet further progress in the near futuretoward the NLO omputation of the gg ! ZZ inter-fering bakground. This is partiularly important forthe interferene term, where the higher-order orre-tions an possibly indue a shift in the relative phase.Beause it is extremely di�ult to guess the levelof theoretial development, and therefore the level ofauray of the preditions, that will be attained ontime sales as long as those of the HL-LHC and FCC-hh, we ignore theoretial unertainties in the upomingsetions. However, in Se. 3.2, we ompare the resultswith and without theoretial errors and �nd that with3 ab�1 at 14TeV, the statistial errors are still domi-nant. 3.2. Results for the HL-LHCNow we an proeed to the disussion of the prei-sion of the 14TeV high-luminosity LHC. To thoroughlyexplore the di�erent pŝ dependene of the ontribu-tions generated by (t; g), we introdue the new bin-ning for the four-lepton invariant massBinning pŝ == (250; 400; 600; 800; 1100; 1500)GeV: (18)Then using the modi�ed version of the MCFM, we al-ulate the event yields as funtions of the t; g pa-rameters. The yields at 3 ab�1 for the signal and thenoninterfering bakground are as follows:

N [250; 400℄ = 521gt + 1872g � 491g ++ 3812t � 687t + 7044;N [400; 600℄ = 394gt + 1432g � 229g ++ 4232t � 564t + 1136;N [600; 800℄ = 97gt + 812g � 40g + 1392t �� 210t + 221;N [800; 1100℄ = 23gt + 652g + 3:6g + 592t �� 100t + 80;N [1100; 1500℄ = �2:4gt + 402g + 11:3g ++ 16:52t � 31t + 22;
(19)

Nq�q!ZZ = (31410; 6904; 1417; 515; 145): (20)The orresponding probability ontours are shownin Fig. 4, for both the nonlinear and linear analyses. Atthe HL-LHC, di�erently from the 8TeV ase, the EFTtreatment is meaningful beause the nonlinear analysisis powerful enough to onstrain the Wilson oe�ientsto be < 1. However, as was disussed in Se. 2.1, thevalidity of the nonlinear analysis depends on the rela-tive size of the dimension-6 and dimension-8 oe�ients(see Eq. (12)), and as suh, the nonlinear results arestill model-dependent. In Se. 3.3, we disuss one ex-ample model where the nonlinear analysis does apply.The linear bounds, whih are truly model-independent,are signi�antly weaker. To make the t vs. g di�eren-tiating power of our analysis expliit, we have also stud-ied the one-dimensional probability obtained by �xingt + g = 1. The results are presented in Fig. 5. Wean see that with our simplisti analysis, we an on-strain t to be within [0:75; 1:28℄ ([0:56; 1:46℄) with a3 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 417
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Fig. 4. Prospets for a 14TeV analysis with an inte-grated luminosity of 3 ab�1 and for the injeted SMsignal: 68%, 95%, and 99% expeted probability re-gions in the (t; g) plane. The dashed and solid greenlines indiate the respetive 68% and 95% ontoursfor the linear analysis. No theoretial unertainty isinluded. (Color online see arXiv:1406.6338)68% (95%) probability. This result was derived usingthe nonlinear analysis, whereas in the linear approah,we �nd t 2 [0:36; 1:66℄ with a 68% probability. Theresults presented above were obtained assuming zerosystemati unertainty. Assuming a 30% theoretialerror on the total gg ! ZZ ross setion, the boundon t is relaxed to [0:74; 1:3℄ with a 68% probability.We an see that our ounting analysis is dominated bythe statistial error, but the theoretial unertaintieswill beome a serious limitation one we move to higherpreision, either by implementing the MELA analysisor by studying the prospets of the future olliders.Lastly, we observe that at a larger luminosity& 30 ab�1, the di�erenes between the linear and non-linear analysis are redued, their respetive bounds ont di�ering by less than 20%.3.3. Bounds on top partnersThe t vs g degeneray arises in models withfermioni top partners; in partiular, it is generi inthe omposite Higgs models [50�54℄. As a prototype ofthe models with this degeneray, we an introdue justone vetor-like top partner T , transforming as a singlet

Fig. 5. Prospets for the 14TeV analysis with an in-tegrated luminosity of 3 ab�1 and for the injeted SMsignal: the expeted posterior probability to observethe SM signal as a funtion of t, assuming the on-straint t + g = 1. The blak urve orresponds tothe nonlinear analysis inluding all bins. At a 95%probability, we �nd t 2 [0:56; 1:46℄ (unshaded region),and at 68%, t 2 [0:74; 1:28℄. The red urve was ob-tained using only the ategories below 600GeV, andat 68% we have t 2 [0:1; 1:25℄. The brown urveorresponds to the linear analysis inluding all bins,whih gives t 2 [0:36; 1:66℄ at 68%. (Color onlinesee arXiv:1406.6338)of SU(2)L�L = y �QL eHtR + Y� �QL eHTR +M� �TLTR +H.. (21)In this model, loops of the heavy fermion T generatean e�etive interation of the Higgs with the gluons,and at the same time the top Yukawa oupling is mod-i�ed due to the mixing with the top partner. Due tothe Higgs low-energy theorem, the on-shell Higgs pro-dution ross setion is predited to be the same as inthe SM, sine it an easily be heked [52, 53℄ that af-ter integrating out the heavy top partner, t + g = 1.Besides modifying the Higgs-mediated amplitude forgg ! ZZ, T also enters the box diagrams, generatinga ontribution to the interfering bakground, whih inthe EFT must be parameterized by a dimension-8 op-erator. We an estimate the Wilson oe�ients of thedimension-6 and dimension-8 operators in Eqs. (2) and(9) as g = y � Y 2� v2M2� ;8 � Y 2� v4M4� : (22)418
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Fig. 6. The shaded region shows the 95% expeted ex-lusion in the top partner parameter spae at the HL-LHC.MT denotes the physial mass of the top partner.The blak dashed lines indiate the isoontours of g .(Color online see arXiv:1406.6338)This implies that the dimension-8 operators beomeimportant at the saleps �M�; (23)where our analysis breaks down9). Therefore, to remainin the region of validity of the EFT approah, whenderiving the bounds on the model parameter spae, weonly onsidered the bins with the invariant mass belowthe physial mass of the top partner, MT . Beause themodel depends only on two free parameters one thetop mass is �xed, we an plot the exlusion ontoursin the (Y�;MT ) plane. The result, obtained by apply-ing the nonlinear analysis, is shown in Fig. 6. As anbe seen from the �gure, the bound applies to a regionwith a large Yukawa oupling, Y� � 1: this impliesthat 2g;y � 8, thus justifying the use of the nonlinearanalysis. We note that the simple model desribed byEq. (21) is equivalent (as far as the gg ! h(�) ! ZZproess is onerned) to the reently proposed simpli-�ed omposite Higgs models M15;14 10) in Ref. [56℄,9) As a side omment, we note that an exat treatment of thegg ! ZZ amplitude in this model requires the omputation ofbox diagrams with two di�erent massive fermions in the loop.These diagrams are exatly the same as those for the SM on-tribution to the gg ! WW proess, mediated by the top andbottom quarks [55℄. Within this work, however, we hose toremain within the EFT approah and leave the analysis of thee�ets of the dimension-8 operators for future study.10) The omposite Higgs models mentioned here are based onthe SO(5)=SO(4) oset. The labels 1;4 indiate the SO(4) rep-

in the limit v � f . Similar bounds on the modelsM45;14 [56℄ appear to be irrelevant, sine in these se-narios the masses of the top partners are orrelatedwith their Yukawa ouplings and large values of theYukawa ouplings an appear only at the prie of in-reasing the heavy fermion masses.3.4. CP -odd aseSo far, we have been fousing on the CP -even op-erators. We now turn our attention to the CP -odd op-erators: the CP -odd Lagrangian after the eletroweaksymmetry breaking beomesL = i~tmtv �t5th+ ~g g2s32�2Ga�� ~Ga�� ;~t = Im y: (24)Sine the new physis ontribution is CP -odd, it doesnot interfere either with the Higgs-mediated or withthe ontinuum gg ! ZZ SM amplitudes. Rather thanimplementing the CP -odd operators in the MCFM, wemade the assumptions that the aeptane and K-fa-tors are the same as in the CP -even ase, and simplyresaled the CP -even results using the expressions forthe LO matrix elements (see Appendix C for the loopfuntions). The yields at 3 ab�1 as funtions of ~t; ~gare as follows:N [250; 400℄ = 1442~g ~t ++ 434~2g + 1383~t2 + 6740;N [400; 600℄ = 598~g ~t+326~2g+905~t2+996;N [600; 800℄ = 73~g ~t+181~2g+207~t2+150;N [800; 1100℄ = �7:49~g ~t+146~2g+78~t2+39;N [1100; 1500℄ = �18:2~g ~t+88~2g+20~t2+7:6: (25)
The onstraints in the (~t; ~g) plane are presentedin Fig. 7. This analysis is valid under the assumptionthat dimension-6 and dimension-8 CP -even e�ets aresubleading with respet to the CP -odd ontributionsonsidered here, and hene the derived bounds are nottruly model-independent.3.5. Results for the FCC-hhFinally, we omment on the prospets of theFCC-hh on the studies of the t; g ouplings. Wepresent our estimates for 33; 50; 80, and 100TeV pro-ton�proton olliders, assuming an integrated luminos-ity of 3 ab�1. In our analysis, we have used exatlyresentation in whih the top partners transform, while the sub-sript 5;14 spei�es the representation of SO(5) in whih theQL doublet is embedded.419 3*
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Fig. 7. Prospets for a 14TeV analysis with an inte-grated luminosity of 3 ab�1 for the injeted SM signal:68%, 95%, and 99% expeted probability ontours inthe (~t; ~g) plane. (Color online see arXiv:1406.6338)the same aeptane uts as for the 8 and 14TeV LHC.This assumption is quite likely to be unrealisti, never-theless our results an be onsidered �rst estimates ofthe range that an be tested at the future high-energyproton�proton olliders. To perform this analysis, wemodi�ed the binning toBinning pŝ = (250; 400; 600; 800; 1100; 1500;2000; 3000; 4000; 5000)GeV: (26)The results of our analysis are presented in Table 2, un-der the assumption that t + g = 1. We an see thatas we go to higher ollider energies, the di�erenes be-tween linear and nonlinear probabilities derease, andstrong model-independent bounds on t are obtained.4. CONCLUSIONWe brie�y summarize the main results in this pa-per. We have disussed the impliations of the pp !! h(�) ! Z(�)Z(�) ! 4` measurement at a highenter-of-mass energy on the Wilson oe�ients of thedimension-6 operators modifying the Higgs intera-tions. We have shown that this proess is espeiallypowerful in onstraining the two dimension-6 opera-tors ontributing to the Higgs prodution in gluon fu-sion, whih parameterize the modi�ations of the top

Yukawa oupling and the e�etive interations betweenthe Higgs boson and the gluons mediated by the heavynew physis. The sum of these two e�ets is alreadyonstrained by inlusive Higgs measurements, whoseagreement with the SM implies the approximate re-lation t + g � 1. However, the urrent bounds oneah of the two operators individually are very weak,beause the preision is ontrolled by the pp ! t�thproess, where O(1) deviations are still allowed. Thereent measurement by CMS of pp! Z(�)Z(�) ! 4` atlarge invariant mass of the four leptons, whih reeivesontributions from o�-shell Higgs exhange, providesus with a new way to measure the Higgs e�etive inter-ations. Combining on-shell and o�-shell data shouldthus make it possible to disentangle the e�ets of tand g.Wherever appliable, we have disussed our resultsin the EFT language, rather than in terms of a sim-ple anomalous ouplings parameterization. In parti-ular, we have derived the onditions under whih thedimension-8 operators an be safely ignored, whih al-lowed us to understand the range of validity of our re-sults. This type of self-onsisteny hek omes as abonus of the EFT approah.We have obtained the �rst onstraints on the mod-i�ations of the top Yukawa oupling, t, by reastingthe CMS 8TeV bound on the Higgs width [3℄. Theseonstraints are weaker than those urrently availablefrom the diret t�th measurement, but roughly of thesame order. Sine O(1) orretions to the SM are stillallowed, no EFT interpretation is possible with urrentdata.Next, the possibilities of the HL-LHC in measuringt; g were explored. We have found that at the 14TeVollision energy and 3 ab�1 luminosity, it will be possi-ble to measure t with � 25% preision. Even thoughthis estimate is worse than the urrent prospets onthe top Yukawa oupling preision measurements [57℄from t�th, we stress that the o�-shell measurements testroughly the same region of the parameter spae, andthat there is still signi�ant room for improvementsby performing the dediated matrix element analysis,whih exploits all the angular information available inthe four-lepton �nal state. As a aveat, we found thatthe 14TeV bounds an be altered by the presene ofdimension-8 operators, if the new physis is weaklyoupled. We have also presented the HL-LHC exlu-sion prospets for a toy prototype of the widely studiedComposite Higgs models, as well as onstraints on theCP -violating Higgs interations.Along the way, we addressed the status of ur-rent theoretial preditions for the gg ! ZZ proess,420



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Taming the o�-shell Higgs bosonTable 2. 68% probability intervals on the value of t, obtained assuming t + g = 1 and injeting the SM signal atvarious ollider energies. In all ases, an integrated luminosity of 3 ab�1 was assumed. The numbers in the seond andthe third rows respetively present the nonlinear and linear analysis, for the low-energy bins only, ps < 2TeV. The fourthand the �fth rows ontain the orresponding numbers obtained inluding all the bins up to 5TeV33TeV 50TeV 80TeV 100TeVnon-linear < 2TeV [0.92, 1.14℄ [0.95, 1.11℄ [0.96, 1.08℄ [0.97, 1.07℄linear < 2TeV [0.83, 1.18℄ [0.9, 1.11℄ [0.94, 1.07℄ [0.95, 1.05℄non-linear all [0.94, 1.11℄ [0.96, 1.08℄ [0.98, 1.05℄ [0.98, 1.04℄linear all [0.84, 1.16℄ [0.91, 1.09℄ [0.95, 1.05℄ [0.96, 1.04℄whih su�er primarily from the lak of a omputationof higher-order QCD orretions to the box diagrams.We desribed our hoie of the proedure for approxi-mating these orretions, whih onsists in applying theK-fator omputed for the Higgs-mediated diagrams tothe entire gg ! ZZ ross setion.Lastly, we ommented on the reah of the futureproton�proton olliders with energies between 33 and100TeV. There, a measurement of t to � 5% aurayis possible already within our simplisti study (assum-ing zero theoretial unertainty), and the EFT anal-ysis shows that the bounds obtained are fully model-independent.While this work was being ompleted, an indepen-dent study appeared [58℄ whih also proposed to usethe Higgs o�-shell data to break the t, g degeneray.We thank M. Bonvini for the very useful disus-sions and for expanding the funtionality of ggHiggsto aommodate our requirements. We also thankV. del Dua, G. Passarino, and L. Reina for the use-ful disussions and M. Dührssen and R. Contino foromments about the manusript. A. P. would like toaknowledge the University of Notre Dame du La,and espeially D. Patel, for providing omputationalresoures. A. P. is funded by the European ResearhCounil under the European Union's Seventh Frame-work Programme (FP/2007-2013)/ERC Grant Agree-ment n. 279972. E. S. was supported in part bythe US Department of Energy under grant DE-FG02-91ER40674, and wishes to thank the Institute for The-oretial Physis of the University of Heidelberg for thehospitality during part of this projet. A. A. thanksthe University of Rome �La Sapienza� for the hospi-tality during part of this projet. C. G. is supportedby the European Commission through the ERC Ad-

vaned Grant 226371 MassTeV and the Marie CurieCareer Integration Grant 631962, by the Spanish Min-istry MICINN under ontrat FPA2010�17747, and bythe Generalitat de Catalunya grant 2014�SGR�1450.A. A. and C. G. thank the Centro de Cienias de Be-nasque Pedro Pasual for its hospitality while part ofthis work was being arried out.APPENDIX AFitting the Higgs widthIn this setion, we derive the bound on the Higgswidth using the CMS data. The di�erene betweenour result and the o�ial analysis an be a measure ofaurateness of our method. We perform the analysisbased only on the ounting experiment data presentedin Ref. [3℄, Fig. 1a. The o�-peak event yield is propor-tional to Noff-peak � g4A+ g2B + C;where g stands for a universal resaling of the SM ou-plings. The oe�ients A;B;C are related to the fun-tions Fi in Eq. (13) asA = Z dm4l[F1(m4`) + F2(m4`)℄;B = Z dm4l[F3(m4`) + F4(m4`)℄;C = Z dm4lF0(m4`): (27)The requirement of keeping the number of on-peakevents �xed to the SM value leads to the onstraintg4=� = onst, and we an therefore parametrize theo�-peak event yield asNoff-peak = A ��SM +Br ��SM + C: (28)421



A. Azatov, C. Grojean, A. Paul, E. Salvioni ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015To alulate the funtions Fi, we use the MCFM andthe same PDF set adopted by CMS, namely, CTEQ6L.We digitize Fig. 1a from Ref. [3℄ to extrat the q�q ! ZZbakground, as well as the observed number of events(see Table 3). Following the presription by CMS, weapply an m4`-independent K-fator of 2:7 to the signaland the interfering bakground. We assume an averageaeptane of 95% for eah lepton, and with these num-bers we are able to reprodue the reported CMS yieldswithin � 10%. Then we perform a Bayesian analysiswith a 10% systemati unertainty on the noninterfer-ing bakground, whih leads to the following bound onthe Higgs width: � < 24:6�SM ; (29)to be ompared with the result quoted by CMS:� < 26:3�SM : (30)For ompleteness, we present the event yields as fun-tions of the (t; g) ouplings for the 8TeV analysis:N[220;240℄ = 0:19gt + 0:092g � 0:42g ++ 0:112t � 0:47t + 8:68;N[220;265℄ = 0:22gt + 0:102g � 0:37g ++ 0:132t � 0:43t + 7:38;N[265;295℄ = 0:24gt + 0:102g � 0:30g ++ 0:152t � 0:36t + 5:34;N[295;330℄ = 0:26gt + 0:102g � 0:24g ++ 0:172t � 0:31t + 3:52;N[330;370℄ = 0:30gt + 0:102g � 0:22g ++ 0:242t � 0:34t + 2:19;N[370;410℄ = 0:28gt + 0:082g � 0:18g ++ 0:262t � 0:34t + 1:25;N[410;460℄ = 0:27gt + 0:082g � 0:16g ++ 0:272t � 0:35t + 0:90;N[460;520℄ = 0:21gt + 0:082g � 0:12g ++ 0:232t � 0:31t + 0:58;N[520;580℄ = 0:13gt + 0:062g � 0:07g ++ 0:162t � 0:21t + 0:32;N[580;645℄ = 0:08gt + 0:052g � 0:04g ++ 0:112t � 0:16t + 0:19;N[645;715℄ = 0:05gt + 0:042g � 0:02g ++ 0:072t � 0:11t + 0:12;N[715;800℄ = 0:03gt + 0:042g � 0:01g ++ 0:052t � 0:08t + 0:08;N>800 = 0:02gt + 0:032g � 0:002g ++ 0:032t � 0:06t + 0:05:

(31)

APPENDIX BOperators modifying the Higgs deayWe here examine the operators that would modifythe Higgs ouplings to the Z bosons. The o�-shell mea-surements an more e�etively onstrain the operatorsthat grow with energy. We onsider the operatorO� = �v �hZ�Z�: (32)Then the signal rate is modi�ed as (keeping only theterms linear in �)Noff-peak � A�1� 2�m24`M2z �++B�1� �m24`M2z �+ C; (33)where the oe�ients A;B;C were de�ned in Ap-pendix A. Then we �nd68% : � 2 [�0:7;�0:17℄[ [0:42; 0:84℄;95% : � 2 [�0:96; 0℄ [ [0:21; 1:15℄: (34)However, if the Higgs boson is part of an SU(2)L dou-blet, operator (32) an originate only from the gauge-invariant dimension-8 operator(D�H)2�(HyH)�4 ; (35)and therefore the bounds on the sale are irrelevant,� & 150GeV. At the dimension-6 level, there are thefollowing operators modifying the Higgs interationswith the Z boson:(D�H)y �aD�HW��;a; (D�H)yD�HB�� ;HyHB��B�� ;�Hy�a $D� H� (D�W��)a;�Hy $D� H� (D�B��); (36)whih lead to the interationshZ��Z�� ; hZ���Z�� : (37)However, none of these operators a�ets the longitu-dinal omponents of the Z, and therefore the overallgrowth of the amplitude with the energy is the sameas in the SM. As a onsequene, going to high energydoes not lead to a strong enhanement of the signal.422



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Taming the o�-shell Higgs bosonTable 3. The digitized data from Ref. [3℄ and the values of the oe�ients A, B, C reonstruted using the MCFM.The olumns from the seond to the fourth ontain the results of the digitization of Fig. 1a in Ref. [3℄. The �fth to eightholumns show the results of our MCFM simulations. The �fth olumn is the reonstruted yield for gg! ZZ, whih wepresent as a ross hek against the CMS numbers. Note that the preision of our digitization is � 0:2 for the numberof events and is limited by the resolution of the plotm4` 2 [GeV℄ � = �SM �qq bkg Data � = �SM ,reonstruted A B C[220,240℄ 8.4 38.5 45 8.31 0.11 �0:47 8.68[240,265℄ 7.2 33.7 36 7.07 0.13 �0:44 7.38[265,295℄ 5.4 27 31 5.12 0.15 �0:36 5.33[295,330℄ 3.6 20 17 3.39 0.18 �0:31 3.52[330,370℄ 2.2 13.9 16 2.08 0.24 �0:35 2.19[370,410℄ 1.2 9.6 9 1.17 0.26 �0:34 1.25[410,460℄ 0.9 6.2 11 0.81 0.27 �0:35 0.90[460,520℄ 0.6 4.1 6 0.51 0.23 �0:31 0.58[520,580℄ 0.3 2.6 6 0.26 0.16 �0:21 0.32[580,645℄ 0.2 1.7 3 0.15 0.11 �0:16 0.19[645,715℄ 0.1 1.1 2 0.08 0.07 �0:11 0.12[715,800℄ 0.09 0.7 1 0.05 0.05 �0:08 0.08>800 0.2 1 0 0.03 0.03 �0:06 0.05APPENDIX CLoop funtionsFor ompleteness, we report the CP -even and CP -odd loop funtions for the triangle diagrams [59�61℄.The CP -even F� and CP -odd ~F� loop funtions aregiven byF�(m) = 32�2 [�+(��1)f(�)℄; ~F�(m) = f(�)� ;� = ŝ4m2 ;f(�) ==8>>><>>>: arsin2p� ; � � 1;�14 "log 1+p1�1=�1�p1�1=��i�#2 ; � > 1: (38)
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